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ABSTRACT
Comparative
studies of the differences
between North-American
varieties of French (NAF) and Standard French (SF) reveal that most variation is found in the lexical and phonological systems. This type of variation is well-documented.
However, this is not the case for the syntactic component,
which could lead one to believe that there are very few
syntactic differences between NAF and SF. This article deals with some
differences between NAF and SF in the prepositional
and complementizer systems.
More precisely,
we argue that the fact that stranded
prepositions
appear more freely in NAF than in SF is related to facts
regarding variation
in the complementizer
system.

1. INTRODUCTION1
Within certain discourse contexts, the sentences in (1) are completely acceptable in all varieties of French.
(1)

Grevisse (1986: 1509)
a.
Et vous coulez avec.
and you sink with (it)

b.

Tu n'es pas fait pour.

c.

II a ecrit des poemes avec rimes et des poemes sans.

you are not made for (it)
he has written poems with rhyme and poems without

Those in (2), on the other hand, while completely excluded in SF, are acceptable to various degrees in most NAF varieties.
(2)

a.
b.
c.
1

(*) C' est la personne que j' ai du trouble avec.
(*) Qui as-tu fait ce gateau pour?
(*) Jean a ete vote contre.

This paper is partly an extension of previous work done in collaboration with
Ruth King; see King & Roberge (1990) and Roberge (1998). A previous version
of this paper was delivered at the Southeastern
Conference on Linguistics
(University of Southwestern Louisiana, March 1998). We would like to thank
Ruth King as well as Becky Brown, Rose-Marie Dechaine, Terry Nadasdi,
Diane Massam and an anonymous reviewer for their help and comments.
The research reported on in this paper was funded in part by the Social
Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (Roberge; 410-94-0284).
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are also grammati-

This is I he person I am having trouble with.
Who di :lyou bake this cake for?
John w is voted against.

Since, at first sight, this difference seems to be potentially due to an
English influence 1m NAF, we will ask whether the existence of stranded
prepositions in those varieties can be the result of direct syntactic borrowing. However, Vilet (1996) argues that the syntactic component of a
grammar is quite lnsensitive to exchanges between languages. If this is
true, we are faced with a paradox: most NAF varieties are in a fairly intense contact situiltion with English and are therefore used in a social
context which see n to favour English influences. Even more paradoxically, Van Riemsdiik (1978) shows that stranded preposition constructions
are quite rare amo]tg the languages of the world. Again, if the generalized
use of English-typt~stranded prepositions in NAF is indeed attributable to
an English influen :e, then we must ask how such a marked construction
has been so easily ntegrated to the grammar of NAF. We argue in this paper that stranded preposition constructions in NAF have not been borrowed directly frO!n English but arose as contact with English allowed for
a reanalysis of sone properties of the complementizer system which in
turn triggered a SIT ft in the prepositional system.
2. STRANDED PREF OSITIONS

We will first att ~mpt to distinguish the Standard French-type stranded
prepositions from 1 heir English counterparts.
2.1. Standard French
Traditional des( riptive grammars contain many examples of stranded
prepositions in SF. It is generally assumed that prepositions can appear
with an implicit 01ject when they are used as adverbs; d. Grevisse (1986:
1473) and Togeby (L984: 26). For Martinet et al. (1979: 135, 142), the missing
object is recovered through discourse linking. Arrive et al. (1986: 49, 55,
561) propose a deletion rule which results in a kind of pronominalization.
Zribi-Hertz (1984) presents the most detailed comparative analysis of
French and Englis ~ stranded prepositions. She argues that the missing
object in French does not correspond to the missing object in English,
which is the trace of the moved complement. In French, moving the com-
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result. Compare

(4)

and (5).
(4)

Cette chaisei' Jean a monte dessus -i'
this chair, Jean climbed on (it)

(5)

a.

* [Qu'est-ce que]i Jean a monte dessus -i?

b.

* [Quelle chaise]i Jean a-t-il monte des sus -i?

c.

* [Cette chaise]i a ete montee dessus

what did Jean climb on
which chair did Jean climb on
-i'

this chair was climbed on

It thus appears that we have in (4) a simple coreference relation between the missing object and its antecedent which is different from the relation established between a topicalized or WH element and its trace.
Tuller (1986: 370-384) analyses the missing object in (4) as pro, (here an
empty resumptive pronoun) the content of which must be recovered by a
dislocated element. This element can be empty and act as an operator
having a discourse reference as shown in (6).
(6)

A:

Pardon. OU se trouve Ie forumi?
pardon me. Where is the forum

B:

OPi [Ah! Mais vous venez de passer devant prod
well, you have just passed in front

We can then ask what property French prepositions have which allows
them to appear with pro, a question to which we return shortly. In this respect, Vinet (1984) notes that English does not accept French-type stranded
prepositions as shown in (7), which would be perfectly acceptable in French

(Ie voyage toujours avec).
(7)

A:
B:

This is a very nice bag.

* Thank you, I always travel with.

It must therefore be the case that such a property is not shared by
English prepositions. Let us now turn to English-type stranded prepositions.
2.2.

English

According to Kayne (1984), the possibility of extracting the complement
of a preposition in English is related to the existence of exceptional Casemarking (ECM) exemplified in (8a) and which does not exist in French (8b).
(8)

a.
b.

John believes Bill to have lied.

* Jean croit Bill avoir menti.
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Kayne argues that because the preposition for is sometimes required to
assign NominativE Case to the subject of the embedded infinitival clause
as in (9), it is poss ble to assume that an empty preposition is responsible
for ECM in (8a).
(9)

a.
It woul:1be a pity for something to happen to him.
b. * Ce sera it dommage de quelque chose lui arriver.
c.
For Joh" to leave now would be a mistake.
d. * Pour Jem partir maintenant serait nne erreur.

He goes on to s how that the equivalent construction is ungrammatical
in French (see 9b, d) because the preposition de (as opposed to for) cannot
govern and assign Case to the embedded subject. As for stranded prepositions, Kayne assunes, following Hornstein & Weinberg (1981),that they
are allowed when the verb and preposition can be reanalyzed as a [V+P]
constituent. This iEsupported by the fact that stranded prepositions must
be structurally adj,cent to the verb as shown in (10).Otherwise, reanalysis
cannot take place and stranded prepositions are impossible.
(10) a.
b.
c.
d. *

Pugsle)' gave a book to Mao yesterday.
Pugsle)' gave a book yesterday to Mao.
Who di:1Pugsley give a book to yesterday?
Who di:1Pugsley give a book yesterday to?

Crucially, reanalysis can only affect verbs and prepositions which govern their object in 1 he same way. This is the case in English given the existence of ECM constructions. Conversely, reanalysis cannot take place in
French because th ~non-existence of ECM constructions is evidence that
verbs and preposif ons do not govern in the same way in this language.
2.3. North Ameri canFrench varieties
It is now possibe to explore the intermediate constructions available in
NAF varieties. Let us first classify the various possible constructions and
varieties. We use t le five varieties given in (11), labelled according to the
province or staten which they are spoken. Note that these labels are
somewhat arbitrar V and artificial, but our goal here is not to draw sociolinguistic general zations; what is important is the existence of the constructions more then who uses them where.
(11)

PElF
QF
OF

AF
LF

Prince Edward Island-King & Roberge (1990).
Quebec-Bouchard (1982),Vinet (1984)+ intuitions.
Ontario-mainly Pembroke, Terry Nadasdi.
Alberta-Sainte- Lina, Rose-Marie Dechaine.
Louisiana-Stabler (1995),Becky Brown.
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Based on King & Roberge (1990), we examine the level of acceptability
of the following constructions in the five NAF varieties and include English
(E) as a point of reference. SF accepts none of the constructions.
A complement of a full preposition can be moved in relatives (12a) in
PElF, QF, OF, AF, LF and E; in interrogatives (12b) and in pseudo-passives
(12c) in PElF, AF, LF and E.
(12)

a.

Le gars que je travaille pour.

b.

Qui tu as fait Ie gateau pour?

(The man I work for.)
(Who did you bake the cake for?)

c.

Le ciment a ete marche dedans.
(The concrete was stepped in.)

A complement of the prepositions a (to) and de (of) can be moved in
relatives (13a) in PElF and E; in interrogatives (13b) in PElF, ?AF and E; and
in pseudo-passives (13c) in PElF and E.
(13) a.

La fille que je te parle de. / La fille que j'ai donne la job a ...
(The girl I am talking of. / The girl I gave the job to.)

b.

OU il vient de? / Quelle heure elle a arrive a?

c.

Robert a ete parle de.

(Where does he come from? / What time did he arrive at?)
(Robert was talked about.)

Finally, no NAF variety allows Exceptional Case-marking

with V or de

(for), a possibility that exists in E, of course.
(14) a.

* Paul veut Jean partir.
(Paul wants John to leave.

b.

* Ce serait platte de quelque chose lui arriver.
It would be a drag for something to happen to him.)

The following tendencies emerge. PElF is the variety which accepts
stranded prepositions most freely. In fact, King & Roberge (1990) point out
that, with the exception of ECM, PElF is even freer than English because it
does not impose an adjacency requirement on V and P in stranded preposition constructions. More constrained than PElF but freer than the other
NAF varieties, AF and LF seem resistant to extending the stranded preposition construction to a and de. OF and QF behave in a similar fashion in
allowing stranded prepositions only in relative clauses with full prepositions. Finally, ECM is impossible in all NAF varieties.
There are in fact four grammar types: Grammar 1 corresponds to SF;
Grammar 2, including OF and QF, extends the possibility of stranded
prepositions to relative clauses with full prepositions; Grammar 3 is repre-
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sented by AF and LJ;: extraction from PP is always possible but only with full
prepositions; Grammar 4 is PElF, allowing extraction from any PP.
Analysis

2.4.

Intuitively speaking, there is no doubt that at least some of the NAF
constructions musl have arisen through interference from English. Before
examining one pos ,ible scenario as to how this might have happened, it is
important to account for the differences between SF and English, between
SF and NAF, and ar :lOngthe NAF varieties.
2.4.1. On the diffe!'ence between Standard French and English

We have adoph~d an analysis of the SF construction in which the null
complement of th~ stranded preposition is the base-generated empty resumptive pronoun pro. It has been proposed in the literature that pro differs from phonolo!;ically realized pronouns in that it is not Case-marked;
d. Roberge (1990). Assuming this, a natural hypothesis would consist in
saying that SF preI'ositions only assign Case optionally. One possible implementation of thi, is that the SF prepositional system be divided into two
paradigms, one induding the prepositions that assign Case, the other the
ones that do not msign Case. In some instances the forms are the same in
both paradigms s lch that a preposition like avec (with) can be either
[+Case] or [-Casel, whereas sur (on) is [+Case] but dessus (over) is [Case].2
The prepositior s a and de are often considered to be elements which
assign Case but n<,semantic role to their complement. Theta theory can
thus be used, thrcugh the feature [+/-8], to differentiate a and de from
other prepositions We would then not expect a and de to appear in the
[-Case] paradigm excluding them therefore from stranded preposition
constructions in SF. This is the case as shown in (15).
(15) a. * Cet hor lme, je parle souvent

a.

this man, I often talk to

b. * Ce proHeme, je parle souvent de.
this prollem, I often talk of(about)

The typology sy item in (16)can thus account for the constructions found
in SF.

2

A reviewer po .nted out to us that the same situation occurs in pronominal
paradigms wh ~re a unique form can be part of both the strong and weak
paradigms (no IS, vous, subject).
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Standard French Prepositions

-8

+8
+ case

sur, avec, dans, etc.

- case

dessus, avec, dedans, etc.

a, de

The [-Case] prepositions appear with pro and correspond to what
traditional grammars refer to as detransitivized prepositions. The [+Case]
prepositions appear with a phonologically realized complement.
Extending this approach, we simply assume that English prepositions
are always Case-assigners except for those used as particles to form verbal constituents such as go down or look up. Such particles do not assign
semantic roles. The English system is represented in (17).
(17)

English Prepositions
+8
+ case

with, about, after, etc.

- case

-8
to, of, for
down, up, etc.

2.4.2. On the difference Between Standard French
and the North American Varieties
We turn first to type 2 grammars (QF and OF) which extend stranded
prepositions
to relative clause environments.
We argue, following
Bouchard (1982) and Vinet (1984), that the difference between SF and OF/QF
is not to be attributed to properties of prepositions but in fact to the relative clause construction itself. Both Bouchard and Vinet show that relative
clauses in QF are not built through WH-movement but involve rather an
empty resumptive pronoun strategy. The fact that subjacency requirements
do not apply in QF relatives, though they do in English, supports this conclusion.
(18)
a.
b.

Vinet (1984)
La fille que je connais tres bien Ie gars qui sort avec.
* The girl that I know very well the guy who went out with.

Grammar 3 (AF, LF) on the other hand, seems to involve a shift in the
prepositional system such that the [-Case] paradigm has become part of
the [+Case] one. This means that the Standard French-type stranded
prepositions are not available allowing the emergence of the English-type
stranded prepositions although AF and LF have not extended this to a and
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nature of

Alberta French / Louisiana French Prepositions
-0

+0

+ case
- case

sur, avec, dans, etc.

a, de

•

dessus, avec, de dans, etc.

~

Grammar 4 (PI IF) corresponds to Grammar 3 but the English-type
stranded prepositi< ,n construction has spread to a and de.
(20)

Prince I:dward Island French Prepositions
-0

+0

+ case
- case

sur, avec, dans, etc.

a,de

•

des sus, avec, dedans, etc.

~

3. QUE DELETION I N NORTH AMERICAN FRENCH

We wish to argl e that the shift in the prepositional system from [-Case]
to [+Case], postulaed above in order to account for the difference between
AF/LF/PEIF
and SFJOF/QF, may be attributed to a change observed in popular French general] y: the tendency to delete the complementizer que as in
the following exarr pIes:
(21)
a.

Frei (19~9:123)
Tu vew. je vienne?
you wan t I come

b.

11 a dit i viendrait.
he said l.e would come

It is thus imporlant to examine this phenomenon more closely. In varieties of NAF, we fir d that the conjuction que is either deleted or optional in
many environments, which is never the case in Standard French (SF).
Several environments permit the complementizer to be deleted in NAF. We
will concentrate the discussion on examples from LF,all taken from Stabler
(1995). However, these same types of examples can be found in other varieties of popular }:rench, as in Frei (1929), Sankoff (1980) and Martineau
(1988).
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Examples of que-deletion

There are several different environments which allow deletion of que.
Relative, circumstantial and complement clauses can all be found without
the complementizer que, obligatory in SF:
(22) LF:
SF:

je crois pas 0 on parle de la meme femme
Je crois pas qu'on parle de la meme femme.
I don t think

(23)

LF:
SF:
LF:
SF:

we are talking about the same woman.

c'est la 0 rna mere a moi vivait
C' est la que rna mere vivait.
it's there

(24)

0

0

my mother lived

c' etait S.L.I. habitude avant 0 <;:asoyait une universite
C' etait Ie S.L.I. avant que <;:asoit une universite
it used to be S.L.I.before

(25)

LF:
SF:

0

it was a university

ils ont bati un tas de maisons depuis 0 moi je m ai marie
ils ont biiti un tas de maisons depuis que je me suis marie
they've built a lot of houses since

(26)

LF:
SF:

0

I got married.

et c' est peut-etre ~a qui a sauve qu'il a pas brule plus mauvais,
parce 0 y avait de l'eau qui coulait dehors
et c'est peut-etre <;:aqui a fait qu'il n'a pas brule plus, parce qu'il
y avait de l'eau qui coulait dehors
and maybe that's what saved that he didn't burn worse, because
was water outside

3.2.

0

there

Previous analyses

Previous work on this subject has proved unsatisfactory or inconclusive
for our purposes. A few studies have been made, specifically by Sankoff
(1980a,b), Connors (1975), and Martineau (1988). Sankoff concludes that
que-deletion is phonologically governed, based on the sonority hierarchy.
A sonorant or a vowel is less likely to trigger deletion, whereas a sibilant is
most likely to trigger the deletion. This is determined because of the high
number of cases of deletion after / s/. However, there is no explanation as
to why this should be; there does not appear to be any general cross-linguistic pattern where /s/ triggers a deletion, leaving the question pending
as to why this would be the case.
Connors, using the same data as Sankoff (from a study by Sankoff,
Sarrasin & Cedergren 1971), concludes that this deletion is not phonologically but syntactically conditioned, since the deletion seems to occur most
often before pronouns in complement clauses. According to the data, que is
less often deleted before a noun phrase. However, Martineau (1988) points
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out that this expl.mation is problematic, as the speaker would need to
know that they WI ~regoing to use a pronoun and not a noun in the complement clause, el'en before pronouncing the que. As well, Connors neglects to explain", 'hy pronouns in relative and circumstantial clauses are
less often deleted.
Martineau (198:1) argues that there is a strong lexical influence affecting que-deletion in certain complex conjunctions. For example, in
Martineau's study the que was most often deleted with parce que (32% of
occurences), a fact which she attributes to the form of the conjuction; it is
made up of the pTEpostion par which has incorporated the sequence ce que,
has been reanalyzl'd and lexicalized in the form parce. The problem with
this explanation iE that it is not general enough and does not extend to
other que-deletion environments.
3.3. The two func tional roles of que in

SF

Que has two fu 1ctional roles in SF. It acts both as a relative pronoun,
and as a complem,~ntizer.The relative pronoun, although it must be generated in CaMP, superficially acts both as an antecedent for another NP,
and to introduce tlte subordinate clause. The complementizer role of que,
however, is not rejated to an NP, but it is also in the position of CaMP. It
acts as a compleml~ntizerin expressions such as apres que, depuis que, etc.,
as well as in com},lement clauses such as je pense que, je crois que, etc. It
acts as a relative p 'onoun in relative clauses, alongside other relative pronouns such as qui, dont, lequel, auquel, etc. The difference between the two
is that relative qUE agrees with an empty accusative WH element in the.
Spec C" position Nhereas complementizer que is simply generated in
CaMP.

3.3.1. Relatives in "F

In LF,que is by jar the most used relative pronoun. Qui and ~a are also
frequently used, bllt que in LF seems to act as a default relative pronoun,
taking the place of iont and lequel, which do not occur in LF.
(27) LF: la femrr.e...que Ie canal appartient
the worn m that the canal belongs

SF:

la femrre ...a laquelle Ie canal appartient
The won Lan to whom the canal belongs.

(28) LF: Ie tit en' ant de cet homme-Iaqu'a bnlle ..que sa maison a brule ..
the grandchild of that man ... that burned ...that his house burned ...
SF:

Ie petit ~nfantde cet homme ..qui a brule ..dont la maison a brule ..
I

The chile of that man ...who burned ...whose house burned.
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This is also a fact commonly observed in other popular French varieties.
(29)
a.

Frei (1929: 184-186)
Tu me diras si tu m' as envoye Ie colis que tu me parlais. (= dont)

b.

rai re<;u ta carte que tu me parles de Marie. (= dans laquelle)

you will tell me if you sent the package that you told me
I received your card that you talk to me about Marie

c.

Vne chose que je n'ai pas fait attention. (=

a laquelle)

a thing that I didn't pay attention

Je vous ecris une lettre que je pense vous fera plaisir. (= qui)
I am writing you a letter that I think will please you
In LF, the relation between the anteceding noun and the subordinate
clause is not recoverable from the relative pronoun. The que no longer
serves as an antecedent, but rather has been reanalyzed simply as a complementizer. This reanalysis is common in varieties of NAF. However,
when a grammatical item is burdened with more functions, the recoverability of meaning must suffer. In other words, if que is now functioning as
a general relative pronoun as well as a complementizer for complement
clauses, one would expect this to entail changes elsewhere in the grammar. The relativizing function of que supercedes its complementizing
function, which is consequently weakened. Since its complementizing
function is no longer important, it can disappear from the COMP position.
d.

Complex conjunctions in

3.3.2.

LF

These complex conjunctions are made up of two elements: a preposition
(ie. apres, aussit6t, pour, paree, etc), and the complementizer
que. If the
complementizer is deleted, and if it did have a functional role before its
deletion, presumably something else must have taken over that functional
role, in order for the sentence to remain grammatical. Consider the example in (27):
(30) LF:
SF:

n a quelqu'un qui la prend avant 0 tu la payes et
avant ole jour se refait
il y a quelqu'un qui la prend avant que tu la payes et
avant que Ie jour se refasse
Someone takes it before you pay for it, and before the day starts over.

According to Stowell (1981), a tensed clause introduced by the complementizer cannot receive case, and so the role of que is to assure that the
clauses it introduces cannot receive case. This is necessary, since the
prepositions in these complex conjunctions do not assign case. If the
preposition does not assign a case, then the following clause cannot receive case without violating case theory.
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3.3.3. Comparativ~s
If we look at comparatives in LF, we see a contrast in allowable quedeletion. In Stable:"s (1995) corpus, there are no occurrences of que-deletion in comparativl' constructions, as in (31) and (32).
(31)

<;ac'eta t aussi vert que tu peux les faire
That wa:: as green as you could make them.

(32)

J'aimerais tant elever les serpents sonnettes
qui mal Lierles cocodries.
I'd like t) raise rattlesnakes

as much as I'd like to handle a crocodile.

These same sentences without complementizer appear to be ungrammatical in LF, raisillg the question of how they are different from the complement, circumsta ntial and relative clauses which have optional deletion.
The impossibility cf deletion in these comparatives shows us that it is not
the que itself whic.1 is optional, but rather that there are other syntactic
relations which en!er into play to determine the optionality of the complementizer. Que is not erased across-the-board, but rather in specific syntactic environment;.
3.4. That-deletion in English
3.4.1. Complemen Clauses

In English, the c )mplementizer that is optional in complement clauses.
(33) a.
b.

I thougJlt that she wanted to come.
I thougltt 0 she wanted to come.

The that is a cor lplementizer, not a relative pronoun. The complementizer in English is optional, unlike in SF,where COMP must always be filled
phonologically.
3.4.2. Conjunctive!
In English, ther e cannot be a complementizer that in the analogous
sentences to those !hat we have seen with que in SF.
(34) *1 will not ea! before that world peace has been declared.
(However, it seEms that historically these sentences were grammatical
in English, d. Dubinsky & Williams 1995). If we accept Stowell's hypothesis, then we see that this is due to the fact that all prepositions assign case
in English. If a complementizer were inserted (or not deleted), there would
be a case assigned by the preposition. This would violate case theory be-
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the sentence un-

3.4.3. Relatives
The relative pronouns in English are who, whom, which, whose. etc.
We also find the relativizer that in relative clauses.
(35) a.
b.

I ate the cake that he made for my birthday.
I ate the cake 0 he made for my birthday.

Both (35a, b) are grammatical, but examine the following examples.
(36) a.
b.

I saw the man who gave you the flowers.
* I saw the man 0 gave you the flowers.

The ungrammaticality
that is a complementizer,
NP and an antecedent.
English, the that that has

of (36b) is due to the form of the relative. In (35a),
and not an antecedent, while in (36a), who is an
Given that complementizers
are optional in
been reanalyzed as a complementizer in relative

clauses is also optional.
3.5.

NAF and English

The fact that complementizer que can delete in NAF need not necessarily
be attributed to borrowing from English; it seems, rather, to be a natural
consequence of the weakening of this element arising as a consequence of
the relative que replacing most other relative pronouns. Our claim is that
in a contact situation it is possible that que-deletion in complex conjunctions such as (24), (25) and (30) has been reinterpreted in some NAF grammars as an indication that prepositions are obligatory case-assigners
thereby allowing for the emergence of English-type stranded prepositions.
In this sense, NAF has not 'borrowed' the construction. Instead, contact
with English may have stirred the change in a direction not attested
across-the-board in Popular French.
4. CONCLUSION

We have seen that in popular varieties of French in general, relative que
replaces most other relative pronouns. We have claimed that this shift in
the complementizer system may be responsible for the weakening of complementizer (i.e. not relative) que and for the fact that its presence is in
most contexts optional.
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Standard

Fn ~nch:
• 0Pi ... P + Proi
• full relative pronoun

Popular Fren:h/Ontario

French/Quebec

system

French:

• Opi ... P + pro i

I
~

•reduced relative pronoun system (que)
• optional que complementizer

There is no reas, m to believe that this change could have occured only in
NAF. In our view 'lowever, the intense contact situation between English
and French in No~th America has triggered another shift, one in which
que-deletion has a:fected the prepositional system such that prepositions
are reinterpreted
as obligatory Case-assigners.
A consequence
of this
change is that the (omplement of a preposition can be extracted.
Prince EdwaJ d Island French/ Alberta French/Louisiana

c;

•
•
•
•

French:

0Pi ... P + Proi
reduced relative pronoun system (que)
optional que complementizer
NPJWhi ...P + ti

Preposition

Stranding

and QUE-deletion

in North

American

167

French
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